We introduce automatic verification as a post-processing step for entity linking (EL). The proposed method trusts EL system results collectively, by assuming entity mentions are mostly linked correctly, in order to create a semantic profile of the given text using geospatial and temporal information, as well as fine-grained entity types. This profile is then used to automatically verify each linked mention individually, i.e., to predict whether it has been linked correctly or not. Verification allows leveraging a rich set of global and pairwise features that would be prohibitively expensive for EL systems employing global inference. Evaluation shows consistent improvements across datasets and systems. In particular, when applied to state-of-theart systems, our method yields an absolute improvement in linking performance of up to 1.7 F 1 on AIDA/CoNLL'03 and up to 2.4 F 1 on the English TAC KBP 2015 TEDL dataset.
Introduction
Entity linking (EL) is the task of automatically linking mentions of entities such as persons, locations, or organizations to their corresponding entry in a knowledge base (KB). The task is generally approached by generating a set of candidate entities 1 for a given mention and then ranking those candidates. Approaches differ in whether they rank a mention's candidates independently of the candidates of other mentions ("local inference") or * The majority of this work was done during an internship at Microsoft Research Asia. 1 We use entity to refer to both real-word entities and to their corresponding entries in the KB.
whether they rank all candidates of all mentions simultaneously by incorporating a global coherence measure into the optimization goal ("global inference").
While linguistically well-founded in the concept of lexical cohesion (Halliday and Hasan, 1976) , global inference approaches (Kulkarni et al., 2009; Hoffart et al., 2011a) do not scale well with number of mentions and number of candidate entities. In contrast, local approaches do not suffer from scalability issues, since they only optimize the similarity between mention context and candidate KB entry text (Bunescu and Paşca, 2006; Cucerzan, 2007) , usually also including a popularity prior 2 (Milne and Witten, 2008; Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012) . Recent local approaches achieve state-of-the-art results by using convolutional neural networks to capture similarity at multiple context sizes (Francis-Landau et al., 2016) , but, by definition, fail to take global coherence into account.
To avoid the trade-off between the efficiency of local inference on the one hand and the coherence benefits of global inference on the other, we propose a two-stage approach: In the first stage, candidate entities are ranked by a fast, local inferencebased EL system. In the second stage these results are used to create a semantic profile of the given text, derived from rich data the KB contains about the top-ranked candidates. Since the linking precision of current EL systems is relatively high, we trust that this profile is reasonably accurate and leverage it to measure the cohesive strength between a given candidate entity and the other linked entities mentioned in the text. We then automatically verify the first stage results by classifying entity links as correct if they display high coherence, and as wrong if there are only weak or no cohesive 2 Also referred to as commonness prior by some authors. ties to the semantic profile. Verification results can be used in at least three ways:
1. To increase linking precision by filtering out all entity links classified as wrong;
2. To rerank candidate entities by the class probability estimated by the verifier, i.e., prefer candidates that were predicted as correct with higher probability; or 3. To employ a more sophisticated EL system to re-link all entity links classified as wrong, using the entity links deemed correct as additional context.
In this work we investigate options 1. and 2., and make the following contributions:
• We propose automatic verification as a postprocessing step for EL systems;
• We propose global coherence features based on notions of entity type coherence, geographic coherence, and temporal coherence;
• We show how these novel features, as well as features developed in prior work, can be used to verify EL results; and
• We show that automatic verification consistently improves linking performance in an evaluation across two datasets and seven different EL systems.
Method
We cast entity linking verification as a supervised classification task. Given EL system output on a training set with gold standard linked entity annotations, we extract global, pairwise, and local features and train a classifier to predict whether a given mention has been linked correctly by the EL system. In the standard EL setting, global inference is an NP-hard problem, since all combinations of all candidate entities of all mentions are considered simultaneously. In our proposed automatic verification setting, however, taking only the top candidate entities into account allows us to employ knowledge-rich, global coherence features that would be prohibitively expensive otherwise. 
Aspects of Global Coherence
Global coherence captures how well a candidate entity fits into the overall semantic profile of a text. Current global inference approaches optimize a single coherence measure, most commonly a measure of general semantic relatedness such as the Milne-Witten distance (Milne and Witten, 2008) , or keyphrase overlap relatedness (KORE) (Hoffart et al., 2012) .
In contrast, verification allows employing many global coherence features, which we categorize according to four aspects of coherence: geographical coherence and temporal coherence, which to our knowledge have not been used before in EL, as well as entity type coherence and the general semantic relatedness mentioned above. Figure 1) . However, some current EL systems link Breeder Stakes to the Wikipedia article about the Canadian horse race of the same name, since the Irish race does not have a Wikipedia article and other evidence 3 suggests a strong match.
Geographic Coherence
We aim to identify these kinds of errors by first querying locations (Table 1 ) of all linked mentions in the document, and then performing geographic outlier detection 4 . This yields a binary feature indicating whether a candidate entity is a geographic outlier or not.
Since outliers are rare and hence the resulting features sparse, we also also add a feature for the average geographic distanced(d, E) of a candidate entity e to all other entities in document D:
where d(e, e ) is the geographic distance between entities e and e , and |D| is the number of entities mentioned in D. This feature is based on the intuition that a candidate entity which is geographically closer to other entities is more likely to be correct than a distant one. Geographic scope varies across documents. For example, entities mentioned in a text about world politics will be geographically more distant than entities in a text about a local business). As a scale-invariant distance measure s(e, D), we divide the average distanced(e, D) by the average distance between all other entities:
|e , e ∈ D \ e|
Temporal Coherence
Applying the notion of coherence to the temporal dimension, we observe that entities mentioned in a text tend to be temporally close or clustered around a few points in time.
Entities are associated with temporal ranges with a begin, i.e. the point in time at which the entity comes into existence, and an end, i.e. the point in time at which the entity ceases to exists. Using the same approach as in geographical outlier detection, we perform temporal outlier detection on all begin and end times associated with linked entities in the given text, and declare a candidate entity as an temporal outlier if both its begin and end were detected as outliers.
Since temporal outliers are rare, we also add a feature aiming to capture temporal proximity and distance in a softer fashion with higher coverage; by calculating the total overlap T (e, D) between the temporal range t(e) of a candidate entity e, and the known temporal ranges of all other linked entities in the document D:
where |t(e) ∩ t(e )| is the length of the overlap between the temporal ranges of entities e and e . 5 Analogously to the geographic distance feature, we take temporal proximity, i.e. a large overlap with other temporal ranges, as evidence for a correctly linked entity, and temporal distance, i.e. only small or no overlap with other temporal ranges, as evidence for a linking mistake. Temporal ranges are queried from the KB using the predicates shown in Table 2 .
The final feature using temporal information checks whether an entity's temporal ranges contains the document's creation date. This feature is based on the intuition that, especially in the news genre, an existing entity is more likely to be mentioned than an entity that has already ceased to exist or did not exists at the time of writing. The document creation date is either trivially obtained if metadata is present, or heuristically by using the first date found in the document text by the HeidelTime temporal tagger (Strötgen and Gertz, 2010) .
Entity Type Coherence
Frequency statistics of the types of entities mentioned in a text are an indicator of what the text is about. For example, looking at the entity type distribution shown in Table 3 , we can tell that the corresponding text appears to be about rugby teams. Unlike other methods for representing the "aboutness" of a text, such as topic models, entity type statistics are grounded in the KB, thus offering a simple method of measuring the relatedness between entities in terms of their types via the similarity of their type distributions. Specifically, we model entity type coherence between a given candidate entity e and all other linked entities in document D as the cosine similarity of the respective type distributions. Type frequencies are TF-IDF weighted, in order to discount frequent types (e.g. :base:tagit. concept) and give more importance to salient types occurring in the document (e.g. :base. rugby.rugby_club):
where sim is the cosine similarity, types(e) a binary vector indicating the types of entity e, and types(D) a vector whose entries are occurrence counts of entity types in document D, which are weighted by tf idf .
Semantic Relatedness
Measures of generic semantic relatedness are a standard feature in global inference systems. We add features for the average and maximum semantic relatedness SemRel(e, D) of a candidate entity e with respect to all other entities e mentioned in document D, using two semantic relatedness measures:
SemRel max (e, D) = max e ∈D\e SemDist(e, e ) SemRel avg (e, D) = avg e ∈D\e SemDist(e, e ) where max and avg are the maximum and average operators. SemDist denotes either the MilneWitten Distance (Milne and Witten, 2008) , which defines relatedness of Wikipedia entries in terms of shared incoming article links, or the Normalized Freebase Distance (Godin et al., 2014) , an adaptation of the Milne-Witten Distance to Freebase entities.
Pairwise Features
Semantic relation: Given a pair consisting of a candidate entities and an entity mention in its context, we add a feature encoding whether a (and if yes which) semantic relation exists between the two entities. We add different features depending on the type of context in which the entity pair occurs: in the same sentence, within a fixed token window, and within the same noun phrase. For example, in the noun phrase German Chancellor Angela Merkel, we find a wasBornIn and a isLeaderOf relation between YAGO entities ANGELA MERKEL 6 and GERMANY. We expect this feature to be sparse, but strong evidence for both arguments of the identified relation being linked correctly. We record the relation type, as some relations tend to be more informative than others, e.g., the playsFor relation, which holds between players and sports teams, 6 In this work, SMALL CAPS denote both real-world entities and their corresponding entries in the knowledge base. should provide stronger evidence than the less specific isCitizenOf relation, which holds between citizens and countries. Person name consistency: Having observed that some local inference systems tend to make the mistake of linking a full name mention (e.g. "John Smith") to one entity, and a coreferent surnameonly mention ("Smith") to a different one, we add a binary feature that indicates whether a candidate entity assigned to a partial person name mention agrees with its unambiguous full name antecedent.
Local Features
Since the global and pairwise features do not have high enough coverage to provide evidence for all linked candidate entities, we employ local features that are devised to capture similarity between a candidate entity and its textual context. As these features are commonly used in EL systems, we only give brief descriptions for completeness. Popularity prior: The prior probability of the candidate entity given its mention, obtained from the CrossWikis dictionary (Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012) . This feature aims to cover unambiguous and almost unambiguous mentions. Entity type agreement: A binary feature indicating whether the candidate entity type, as found in the KB agrees with the named entity type, as determined by the NER system during preprocessing. Keyphrase match: Knowledge bases contain various sources of key phrases, such as labels and aliases of semantic types, or salient noun phrases in description texts, e.g., noun phrases occurring in the first, defining sentence of a Wikipedia article. We add a binary feature indicating whether a known keyphrase occurs in the context of a given candidate entity. Demonym match: This binary feature indicates whether a mention is a demonym of its linked entity, e.g., the mention text French is a demonym match for the entity FRANCE. Mention-entity string match: Finally, we extract features from the string similarity between a mention and the known labels and aliases of a candidate entity. The similarity measures include exact match, case-insensitive match, head match, match with stop words filtered, fuzzy string match, Levenshtein distance, and abbreviation pattern matches, as well as different combinations of these. 
Experiments
We evaluate our automatic verification method by applying it to the entity linking results produced by seven systems on two standard datasets: CoNLL, which consists of 1393 Reuters news articles annotated with Wikipedia links by Hoffart et al. (2011a) and TAC15, which comprises 315 news articles and discussion forum texts annotated with Freebase links for the TAC KBP 2015 TEDL shared task (Ji et al., 2015) . The KB coverage for each of our proposed global coherence features on these two datasets is shown in Table 4 . YAGO and Freebase contain entity type information for almost all in-KB entities mentioned in the two datasets. Geographic data is available for 62.9 percent on CoNLL, but only for 41.5 percent of entities mentioned in TAC15. This difference is likely due to the large fraction of documents from the sports genre in CoNLL. These documents include match result tables mentioning a large number of sports teams, which can be easily located via their cities and stadiums. Temporal information is present for most entities.
Our evaluation uses results of the following EL systems: AIDA (Hoffart et al., 2011a) : This system globally optimizes a graph-based model incorporating three factors: a popularity prior, the context similarity of mention and candidate entity, and coherence modeled via general semantic relatedness measures. We use the AIDA system output on the CoNLL dataset as provided by the Wikilinks project. 7 SPOTL (Daiber et al., 2013) Dai et al., 2015) : This local inference system models mentions and entity context with a CNN and word embeddings. The systems were chosen for their popularity (AIDA, SL), performance on CoNLL (FL, PH), and performance on TAC15 (TAC systems). Unless stated otherwise, we use system output provided by authors for CoNLL systems, and provided by the workshop organizers for TAC15 systems. 9 Our evaluation does not include (Globerson et al., 2016) and (Yamada et al., 2016) , who report better performance on CoNLL than PH, but were unable to make system output available.
Setup and Implementation Details
Feature extraction is implemented as a UIMA pipeline (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) ; using the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) UIMA components provided by DKPro (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014) for text segmentation, POS tagging, and named entity recognidbpedia-spotlight/wiki/Web-service 9 http://www.nist.gov/tac/2015/KBP/ data.html tion; DKPro WSD (Miller et al., 2013) for modeling entity mentions and links, and using Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) and YAGO (Hoffart et al., 2011a) as knowledge bases.
After feature extraction, we train a random forest classifier 10 for each dataset, one using FL system results for the CoNLL development set (216 documents) and one using TAC-1 results for the TAC15 training set (168 documents).
For evaluation, we apply the verifier trained on FL CoNLL development results to the test set results of the FL and AIDA systems, and a verifier trained on PH training data to the PH test set results. For the test set output of TAC systems 1-3 we apply the verifier trained on the TAC15 training set output of TAC-1.
As metric we use strong link match as implemented by the Wikilinks project for the CoNLL dataset, and the official NIST scorer (Hachey et al., 2014) for TAC15. This metric measures precision, recall, and F 1 of matching entity links and mention spans.
Results and Discussion
Evaluation results are shown in Table 5 . Our method improves the linking performance of all evaluated EL systems. The impact is most noticeable for the systems that only use local and pairwise inference, namely FL (+1.9 F 1), TAC-1 (+2.4 F 1), TAC-3 (+1.1 F 1). The improved TAC-1 result (68.1F 1) is the best published linking score on the TAC15 dataset.
Improvements are smaller for the global inference systems, AIDA, HP, and TAC-2. In contrast to Ratinov et al. (2011) , who report only a very small increase in linking performance when incorporating global features into a local inferencebased system, our results indicate that global features are useful and lead to considerable improvements.
As expected, improvements are caused by increased precision, due to filtering out likely linking mistakes. The fact that this increase is not accompanied by a commensurate decrease in recall, shows that our method predicts wrong linking decisions with high accuracy.
On TAC15, we observe considerable improvements in linking precision of up to 10.4 percent. Table 5 : Results on CoNLL and TAC15 test sets. Baseline shows performance of the original systems, After verification shows performance after application of our automatic verification method, and ∆ shows the corresponding change. Bold font indicates best results for each metric and system.
On CoNLL, the precision increase is less pronounced, arguably owing to the already higher baseline precision, which leaves less room for improvement. Since EL is usually performed as part of a larger task, such as knowledge base completion, search, or as part of a more comprehensive entity analysis system (Durrett and Klein, 2014) , good precision is highly desirable in order to minimize error propagation to other system components and downstream applications.
Candidate Reranking
We resort to the binary decision of either retaining or removing an entity linked by an EL system if no candidate entities and no meaningful confidence scores are available. This is the case for the output of many EL systems, such as the systems participating in the TAC KBP TEDL 2015 challenge. In case the EL system outputs not only the top-ranked candidate entity, but also lower-ranked ones, we can apply our verification method to all candidates and rerank them according to their probability of being correct. For example, if the EL system linked a mention to candidate entity e 1 over candidate e 2 , but verification assigns a higher probability of being correct to e 2 , we rerank e 2 over e 1 . Since we assume that the document's semantic profile derived from EL results is sufficiently accurate, we do not recreate it after reranking a candidate.
Reranking the candidate entities produced by the FL system on the CoNLL test set, this achieves a similar increase in F 1, but with a different precision-recall trade-off ( filtering, while reranking increases both precision and recall.
Ablation Study
We conduct an ablation study to assess the impact of the proposed global coherence features on prediction performance. Applying backward elimination (John et al., 1994) , we iteratively remove one feature set and successively eliminate the feature set with the largest impact (Figure 2) . Surprisingly, the string similarity features have a large effect across all three systems. This suggests that current systems do not optimally utilize string similarity when selecting and ranking candidate entities for a given mention.
Our proposed global coherence features are among the top features for all systems. This contradicts prior findings by Ratinov et al. (2011) and shows that global coherence has a considerable impact on EL performance. We believe that this is due to our proposed coherence features being more informative than the generic semantic relatedness measures used in prior work. While ablation indeed shows a relatively low importance of semantic relatedness features (cf. SemRel in Figure 2) , further research is required to test this hypothesis. T y p e a g r e e m . G e o g r a p h ic S e m R e l P E R n a m e K e y p h r a s e P r io r T y p e a g r e e m . K e y p h r a s e P E R n a m eP r io r 
Automatic Verification on Noisy Text
The TAC15 dataset consists of different text genres: clean newswire articles, and noisy discussion forum threads. Analysis of verification performance on these two genres reveals that verification has the biggest impact on noisy text (Table 7 , bottom), while the improvement is smaller for two systems on clean text, and even slightly negative for one system, namely the global inference system TAC-2 (Table 7 , top).
Related Work
Global coherence has been successfully employed for EL in a number of seminal works (Kulkarni et al., 2009; Hoffart et al., 2011b; Han et al., 2011) , and more recently by Moro et al. (2014) , Pershina et al. (2015), and Globerson et al. (2016) , among others. These approaches maximize global coherence based on a general notion of semantic relatedness, while considering a fixed number of candidate entities for each mentions. Our approach differs from these in in two regards. Firstly, we introduce specific aspects of coherence, namely entity type coherence, geographic coherence, and temporal coherence. While these aspects are limited to certain entities, such as entities with a clearly defined location and temporal range, our experiments showed that features based on these notions of coherence are useful on the types of texts found in common datasets. Secondly, in our verification setting, these rich coherence measures can be efficiently incorporated since their computation is linear in the number of entities mentioned in a document, while they would be prohibitively expensive in the global inference EL setting. Entity types have been used in prior work. Cucerzan (2007) maximizes the agreement of Wikipedia categories associated with candidate entities. Due to intractability of the resulting global optimization problem, the agreement of the candidate entities for a given mention is maximized with respect to all categories of all candidate entites of all other mentions, and hence includes many wrong categories. Our approach is more precise, since verification allows using only the types of the top-ranked candidate entities. Sil and Yates (2013) proach uses global context and hence allows capturing long-distance relations.
Post-processing of EL system output has been approached as an ensembling task (Rajani and Mooney, 2016) . In this setting, a meta-classifier combines the output of different EL systems on a given dataset, taking into account features such as system confidence scores, past system performance, and number of systems agreeing with a given decision. Our approach differs from ensembling, since we post-process the output of a single system, using rich semantic features. In contrast, ensembling requires multiple system outputs and relies on meta-information about system performance and decision confidence. Combining these two post-processing methods is an interesting problem for future work and could lead to further improvements, since the two methods rely on different types of information.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have introduced automatic verification as a post-processing step for entity linking (EL). Our method uses the output of an existing EL system to create a semantic profile of the given text using entity types, as well as geographic and temporal information. Due to the high precision achieved by state-of-the-art EL systems, this profile is a sufficiently accurate representation of the text's main topic, and further situates the text temporally and geographically This profile is then used to automatically verify each linked mention individually, i.e., to predict whether it has been linked correctly or not. Verification allows leveraging a rich set of global and pairwise features that would be prohibitively expensive for EL systems employing global inference. Evaluation showed consistent improvements when applying our method to seven different EL systems on two different datasets.
Our main goal in future work is the better integration of our approach with existing EL systems. Most notably, some EL systems produce meaningful confidence scores, which we currently disregard. We expect further improvements from incorporating various confidence measures into the verification process. Automatic verification could also be used in an easy-first setting to identify likely correct decisions made by a fast and simple EL system, and then perform the remaining decisions with a more sophisticated system. Since our features make use of coreference information in the form of person name agreement, as well as entity types, another line of future research is expanding our proposed entity linking verification method to entity analysis (Durrett and Klein, 2014) , which models entity linking, coreference, and entity typing as a joint task.
